RESEARCH SEMINAR SERIES in THE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY, and MUSIC AUTUMN- WINTER 2019

MUSIC SEMINAR SERIES AUTUMN-WINTER 2019
DUBLIN CITY UNIVERSITY
MONDAYS 6.00-7.30 PM ROOM B118 ST PAT’S CAMPUS

30 September Dr Patricia Flynn (Dublin City University)
Music by the Book: Swift/Telemann, Joyce/Cage

7 October Dr John O’Flynn (Dublin City University)
Orchestral Film Scoring and Recording in Dublin, 1990-2002

14 October Dr Fionnuala Moynihan (Ind. Scholar/Performer)
Clara Schumann (1819-1896): The Unsung Heroine of Romanticism

21 October Dr Danijela-Kulezic Wilson (University College Cork)
Film Soundtrack’s LiminalSpaces

11 November Dr Kayla Rush (Dublin City University)
Rocking in the Midwest: Notes on a New Research Project

18 November Dr Maria McHale (Technological University Dublin)
Songs and Sedition: Music and Politics in Revolutionary Ireland

25 November Dr Barbara Dignam (Dublin City University)
Babel at 20: Evaluating Roger Doyle’s Masterwork for Current Listeners

2 December Professor Louis Karchin (NYU Steinhardt)
The Composer in the 21st Century

9 December Professor Christopher Morris (Maynooth University)
Opera: Now Playing at a Cinema Near You

THEOLOGY, RELIGIOUS STUDIES & PHILOSOPHY SEMINAR SERIES AUTUMN-WINTER 2019
DUBLIN CITY UNIVERSITY
THURSDAYS 3.00-4.00 PM ORATORY ROOM DRUMCONDRA HOUSE ALL HALLOWS CAMPUS

24 October – Dr Alyson Staunton (Dublin City University)
The Secular Turn and the Disappearance of the Female Body

31 October – Dr John Murray (Dublin City University)
Grisez-Finnis and Chartier: A Contrast in Basic Goods Approaches to Ethics

14 November – Alan Kearns (Dublin City University)
The Principle of Ordinary and Extraordinary Means

21 November – Peter Admirand (Dublin City University)
Theology between the Gutters: Comic Books and Ethics

28 November – Dr Steven DeLay (University of Oxford)
Divine Things and the Fluidity of Thought.

5 December – Claire Carroll (Dublin City University/Trinity College Dublin)
Ideas of Domestic Establishment in Jeremiah

Series Convenor: Dr John O’ Flynn

Series Convenor: Dr Joseph Rivera & Dr Garrick Allen